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Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

A 

ABLATED AABDELT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATES AABELST ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATOR AABLORT one that ablates (to remove by cutting) [n -S] 

ABLATING AABGILNT ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

ABLATION AABILNOT surgical removal of bodily part [n -S] 

ABLATIVE AABEILTV grammatical case [n -S] 

 

ABORTED ABDEORT ABORT, to bring forth fetus prematurely [v] 

ABORTER ABEORRT one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n -S] 

ABORTUS ABORSTU aborted fetus [n -ES] 

ABORTING ABGINORT ABORT, to bring forth fetus prematurely [v] 

ABORTION ABINOORT induced expulsion of nonviable fetus [n -S] 

ABORTIVE ABEIORTV failing to succeed [adj] 

 

ABRADED AABDDER ABRADE, to wear away by friction [v] 

ABRADER AABDERR tool for abrading [n -S] 

ABRADES AABDERS ABRADE, to wear away by friction [v] 

ABRADANT AAABDNRT abrasive (abrading substance) [n -S] 

ABRADING AABDGINR ABRADE, to wear away by friction [v] 

ABRASION AABINORS act of abrading (to wear away by friction) [n -S] 

ABRASIVE AABEIRSV abrading substance [n -S] 

 

ACCUSAL AACCLSU act of accusing (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSED ACCDESU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ACCUSER ACCERSU one that accuses (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

ACCUSES ACCESSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

ACCUSANT AACCNSTU accuser (one that accuses (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

ACCUSING ACCGINSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v] 

 

ACIDIFY ACDFIIY to convert into acid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ACIDITY ACDIITY sourness (quality or state of being sour) [n -TIES] 

ACIDEMIA AACDEIIM condition of increased acidity of blood [n -S] 

ACIDHEAD AACDDEHI one who uses LSD [n -S] 

ACIDNESS ACDEINSS acidity (sourness (quality or state of being sour)) [n -ES] 

ACIDOSIS ACDIIOSS abnormal condition of blood [n -SES]  

ACIDOTIC ACCDIIOT ACIDOSIS, abnormal condition of blood [adj] 

ACIDURIA AACDIIRU condition of having excessive amounts of acid in urine [n -S] 

 

ACROBAT AABCORT one skilled in feats of agility and balance [n -S] 

ACROGEN ACEGNOR plant growing at apex only [n -S] 

ACRONIC ACCINOR occurring at sunset [adj] 

ACRONYM ACMNORY word formed from initials of compound term or series of words [n -S]  

ACRODONT ACDNOORT animal having rootless teeth [n -S] 

ACROLECT ACCELORT high form of language [n -S] 
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ACROLITH ACHILORT type of statue (three-dimensional work of art) [n -S] 

ACROMIAL AACILMOR ACROMION, outward end of shoulder blade [adj] 

ACROMION ACIMNOOR outward end of shoulder blade [n -IA] 

ACROSOME ACEMOORS thin sac at head of sperm [n -S] 

ACROSTIC ACCIORST poem in which certain letters taken in order form word or phrase [n -S] 

ACROTISM ACIMORST weakness of pulse [n -S]  

 

ADDABLE AABDDEL ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase [adj] 

ADDEDLY ADDDELY additionally (in additional (pertaining to addition (something added)) manner) [adv] 

ADDENDS ADDDENS ADDEND, number to be added to another [n] 

ADDIBLE ABDDEIL capable of being added [adj] 

ADDENDUM ADDDEMNU something added or to be added [n -DA, -S] 

ADDITION ADDIINOT something added [n -S] 

ADDITIVE ADDEIITV substance added to another to impart desirable qualities [n -S] 

ADDITORY ADDIORTY making addition (something added) [adj] 

 

ALCOHOL ACHLLOO flammable liquid [n -S] 

ALCOOLS ACLLOOS ALCOOL, alcoholic liquor [n] 

ALCOPOP ACLOOPP flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n -S] 

ALKANES AAEKLNS ALKANE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKENES AEEKLNS ALKENE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKINES AEIKLNS ALKINE, alkyne (type of chemical compound) [n] 

ALKYLIC ACIKLLY ALKYL, univalent radical [adj] 

ALKYNES AEKLNSY ALKYNE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKYLATE AAEKLLTY to combine with alkyl [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ALKOXIDE ADEIKLOX type of chemical salt [n -S] 

 

ALIENED ADEEILN ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 

ALIENER AEEILNR alienor (one that transfers property) [n -S] 

ALIENLY AEILLNY in foreign (situated outside place or country) manner [adv] 

ALIENOR AEILNOR one that transfers property [n -S] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ALIENATE AAEEILNT to make indifferent or unfriendly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ALIENING AEGIILNN ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

ALIENISM AEIILMNS alienage (state of being foreign (situated outside place or country)) [n -S] 

ALIENIST AEIILNST physician who treats mental disorders [n -S] 

 

ALKALIC AACIKLL ALKALI, type of chemical compound [adj] 

ALKALIN AAIKLLN alkaline (containing alkali (type of chemical compound)) [adj] 

ALKALIS AAIKLLS ALKALI, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKALIES AAEIKLLS ALKALI, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKALIFY AAFIKLLY to alkalize (to convert into alkali) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

ALKALINE AAEIKLLN containing alkali (type of chemical compound) [adj] 

ALKALISE AAEIKLLS to alkalize (to convert into alkali) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ALKALIZE AAEIKLLZ to convert into alkali [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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ALKALOID AADIKLLO type of chemical compound [n -S] 

 

AMMONAL AALMMNO powerful explosive [n -S] 

AMMONIA AAIMMNO pungent gas [n -S] 

AMMONIC ACIMMNO pertaining to ammonia (pungent gas) [adj] 

AMMONIAC AACIMMNO gum resin [n -S] 

AMMONIFY AFIMMNOY to treat with ammonia [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

AMMONIUM AIMMMNOU univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

 

AMOEBAE AABEEMO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [n] 

AMOEBAN AABEMNO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [adj] 

AMOEBAS AABEMOS AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [n] 

AMOEBIC ABCEIMO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [adj] 

AMOEBEAN AABEEMNO amebean (alternately responding) [adj] 

AMOEBOID ABDEIMOO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [adj] 

 

ANALYSE AAELNSY to analyze (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ANALYST AALNSTY one that analyzes (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [n -S] 

ANALYTE AAELNTY substance being analyzed [n -S] 

ANALYZE AAELNYZ to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ANALYSER AAELNRSY analyzer (one that analyzes (to subject to analysis)) [n -S] 

ANALYSIS AAILNSSY separation of whole into its parts [n -SES] 

ANALYTIC AACILNTY pertaining to analysis (separation of whole into its parts) [adj] 

ANALYZER AAELNRYZ one that analyzes (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [n -S] 

 

ANIMACY AACIMNY state of being alive (having life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [n -CIES] 

ANIMALS AAILMNS ANIMAL, living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation [n] 

ANIMATE AAEIMNT to give life to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANIMATI AAIIMNT ANIMATO, musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

ANIMATO AAIMNOT musical passage played in lively manner [n -TI, -S] 

ANIMISM AIIMMNS belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n -S] 

ANIMIST AIIMNST adherent of animism (belief that souls may exist apart from bodies) [n -S]  

ANIMALIC AACIILMN ANIMAL, living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation [adj] 

ANIMALLY AAILLMNY physically (in physical manner) [adv] 

ANIMATER AAEIMNRT animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n -S] 

ANIMATOR AAIMNORT one that animates (to give life to) [n -S] 

 

ANTEFIX AEFINTX upright ornament at eaves of tiled roof [n -A, -AE, -ES] 

ANTEING AEGINNT ANTE, to put fixed stake into pot before cards are dealt in poker [v] 

ANTEPAST AAENPSTT appetizer (something that stimulates desire) [n -S] 

ANTERIOR AEINORRT situated in or toward front [adj] 

ANTEROOM AEMNOORT waiting room [n -S] 

ANTETYPE AEENPTTY earlier form [n -S] 

ANTEVERT AEENRTTV to displace by tipping forward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ARMADAS AAADMRS ARMADA, fleet of warships [n] 
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ARMBAND AABDMNR band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body) [n -S] 

ARMFULS AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

ARMHOLE AEHLMOR opening for arm in garment [n -S] 

ARMIGER AEGIMRR one who carries armor of knight [n -S] 

ARMILLA AAILLMR thin membrane around stem of certain fungi [n -E, -S] 

ARMINGS AGIMNRS ARMING, act of one that arms [n] 

ARMLESS AELMRSS having no arms [adj] 

ARMLETS AELMRST ARMLET, armband (band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body)) [n] 

ARMLIKE AEIKLMR resembling arm [adj] 

ARMLOAD AADLMOR armful (as much as arm can hold) [n -S] 

ARMLOCK ACKLMOR hold in wrestling [n -S] 

ARMORED ADEMORR ARMOR, to furnish with armor (defensive covering) [v] 

ARMORER AEMORRR one that makes or repairs armor [n -S] 

ARMOURS AMORRSU ARMOUR, to armor (to furnish with armor (defensive covering)) [v] 

ARMOURY AMORRUY armory (place where weapons are stored) [n -RIES] 

ARMPITS AIMPRST ARMPIT, hollow under arm at shoulder [n] 

ARMREST AEMRRST support for arm [n -S] 

ARMSFUL AFLMRSU ARMFUL, as much as arm can hold [n] 

ARMURES AEMRRSU ARMURE, woven fabric [n] 

ARMAMENT AAEMMNRT military force equipped for war [n -S] 

ARMATURE AAEMRRTU to furnish with armor [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ARMCHAIR AACHIMRR chair with armrests [n -S] 

ARMGUARD AADGMRRU covering to protect arm [n -S] 

ARMIGERO AEGIMORR armiger (one who carries armor of knight) [n -S] 

ARMORIAL AAILMORR treatise on heraldry [n -S] 

ARMORIES AEIMORRS ARMORY, place where weapons are stored [n] 

ARMORING AGIMNORR ARMOR, to furnish with armor (defensive covering) [v] 

ARMOURER AEMORRRU armorer (one that makes or repairs armor) [n -S] 

ARMYWORM AMMORRWY destructive moth larva [n -S] 

 

ARTIEST AEIRSTT ARTY, showily or pretentiously artistic [adj] 

ARTISAN AAINRST trained or skilled workman [n -S] 

ARTISTE AEIRSTT skilled public performer [n -S] 

ARTISTS AIRSSTT ARTIST, one who practices one of fine arts [n] 

ARTLESS AELRSST lacking cunning or guile [adj] 

ARTSIER AEIRRST ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

ARTSIES AEIRSST ARTSIE, student in arts program [n] 

ARTWORK AKORRTW illustrative or decorative work in printed matter [n -S] 

ARTEFACT AACEFRTT artifact (object made by man) [n -S] 

ARTFULLY AFLLRTUY ARTFUL, crafty (skillful in deceiving) [adv] 

ARTIFACT AACFIRTT object made by man [n -S] 

ARTIFICE ACEFIIRT clever stratagem [n -S] 

ARTINESS AEINRSST quality of being arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [n -ES] 

ARTISTIC ACIIRSTT characteristic of art [adj] 

ARTISTRY AIRRSTTY artistic quality or workmanship [n -RIES] 

ARTMAKER AAEKMRRT one that produces art [n -S] 
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ARTSIEST AEIRSSTT ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

 

ATOMICS ACIMOST science dealing with atoms [n ATOMICS] 

ATOMIES AEIMOST ATOMY, tiny particle [n] 

ATOMISE AEIMOST to atomize (to reduce to fine spray) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ATOMISM AIMMOST theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles [n -S] 

ATOMIST AIMOSTT adherent of atomism (theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles) [n -S] 

ATOMIZE AEIMOTZ to reduce to fine spray [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ATOMICAL AACILMOT ATOM, smallest unit of element [adj] 

ATOMISER AEIMORST atomizer (device for atomizing liquids) [n -S] 

ATOMIZER AEIMORTZ device for atomizing liquids [n -S] 

 

AURALLY AALLRUY AURAL, pertaining to sense of hearing [adv] 

AURATED AADERTU aurate (having ears) [adj] 

AURICLE ACEILRU ear or ear-shaped part [n -S] 

AURISTS AIRSSTU AURIST, specialist in diseases of ear [n] 

AURALITY AAILRTUY quality of being aural (pertaining to sense of hearing) [n -TIES] 

AURICULA AACILRUU auricle (ear or ear-shaped part) [n -E, -S] 

AURIFORM AFIMORRU ear-shaped [adj] 

 

AVIATED AADEITV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATES AAEISTV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATIC AACIITV AVIATION, act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [adj] 

AVIATOR AAIORTV one that aviates (to fly aircraft) [n -S] 

AVIONIC ACIINOV AVIONICS, science of electronics applied to aviation [adj] 

AVIANIZE AAEIINVZ to make less severe by repeated culture in chick embryo, as virus [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AVIARIES AAEIIRSV AVIARY, large enclosure for live birds [n] 

AVIARIST AAIIRSTV keeper of aviary [n -S] 

AVIATING AAGIINTV AVIATE, to fly aircraft [v] 

AVIATION AAIINOTV act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [n -S]  

AVIATRIX AAIIRTVX female aviator [n -ICES, -ES] 

AVICULAR AACILRUV pertaining to birds [adj] 

AVIFAUNA AAAFINUV bird life of particular region [n -E, -S] 

AVIGATOR AAGIORTV one that navigates aircraft [n -S] 

AVIONICS ACIINOSV science of electronics applied to aviation [n AVIONICS] 

 

 

Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

B 

BABIEST ABBEIST BABY, resembling baby (infant) [adj] 

BABYING ABBGINY BABY, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

BABYISH ABBHISY resembling baby [adj] 

BABYSIT ABBISTY to care for child temporarily [v -SAT, -TTING, -S] 

BABYDOLL ABBDLLOY short, sheer pajamas for women [n -S] 

BABYHOOD ABBDHOOY state of being baby [n -S] 

BABYLIKE ABBEIKLY resembling baby [adj] 
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BADDEST ABDDEST BAD, very good [adj] 

BADDIES ABDDEIS BADDIE, bad person [n] / BADDY [n] 

BADDISH ABDDHIS BAD, not good (having positive or desirable qualities) [adj] 

BADLAND AABDDLN barren, hilly area [n -S] 

BADNESS ABDENSS state of being bad (not good (having positive or desirable qualities)) [n -ES] 

BADASSED AABDDESS BADASS, offensive word [adj] 

BADASSES AABDESSS BADASS, offensive word [n] 

BADMOUTH ABDHMOTU to criticize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BALLADE AABDELL type of poem (composition in verse) [n -S] 

BALLADS AABDLLS BALLAD, narrative poem or song [n] 

BALLBOY ABBLLOY boy who retrieves balls during games [n -S] 

BALLERS ABELLRS BALLER, one that balls (to form into ball (spherical object)) [n] 

BALLETS ABELLST BALLET, classical dance form [n] 

BALLING ABGILLN BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLONS ABLLNOS BALLON, lightness of movement [n] 

BALLOON ABLLNOO to swell out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BALLOTS ABLLOST BALLOT, to vote (to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)) [v] 

BALLSED ABDELLS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLSES ABELLSS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLUTE ABELLTU small inflatable parachute [n -S] 

BOLLING BGILLNO BOLL, to form pods [v] 

BALLOCKS ABCKLLOS offensive word [n] 

BALLONET ABELLNOT small balloon [n -S] 

BALLONNE ABELLNNO ballet jump [n -S] 

BALLOTED ABDELLOT BALLOT, to vote (to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)) [v] 

BALLOTER ABELLORT one that ballots (to vote (to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion))) [n -S] 

BALLPARK AABKLLPR facility in which ballgames are played [n -S] 

BALLROOM ABLLMOOR large room for dancing [n -S] 

BALLSIER ABEILLRS BALLSY, offensive word [adj] 

BALLSING ABGILLNS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLYARD AABDLLRY ballpark (facility in which ballgames are played) [n -S] 

BOLLIXED BDEILLOX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLIXES BEILLOSX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLOCKS BCKLLOOS offensive word [n] 

BOLLOXED BDELLOOX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BOLLOXES BELLOOSX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BOLLWORM BLLMOORW larva of certain moth [n -S] 

 

BANKERS ABEKNRS BANKER, one who works in bank [n] 

BANKING ABGIKNN BANK, to keep money in bank (institution dealing in money matters) [v] / business of bank [n -S] 

BANKITS ABIKNST BANKIT, raised sidewalk [n] 

BANKSIA AABIKNS Australian plant [n -S] 

BANKABLE AABBEKLN BANK, to keep money in bank (institution dealing in money matters) [adj] 

BANKBOOK ABBKKNOO depositor's book [n -S] 
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BANKCARD AABCDKNR credit card issued by bank [n -S] 

BANKERLY ABEKLNRY BANKER, one who works in bank [adj] 

BANKNOTE ABEKNNOT promissory note [n -S] 

BANKROLL ABKLLNOR to fund (to provide money for) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANKRUPT ABKNPRTU to impoverish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BAPTISE ABEIPST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BAPTISM ABIMPST Christian ceremony [n -S] 

BAPTIST ABIPSTT one who baptizes [n -S] 

BAPTIZE ABEIPTZ to administer baptism to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BAPTISIA AABIIPST flowering plant [n -S] 

BAPTIZER ABEIPRTZ baptist (one who baptizes) [n -S] 

 

BASEMAN AABEMNS certain player in baseball [n -MEN] 

BASEBALL AABBELLS type of ball [n -S] 

BASEBORN ABBENORS of low birth [adj] 

BASEHEAD AABDEEHS crack cocaine addict [n -S] 

BASELESS ABEELSSS having no foundation [adj] 

BASELINE ABEEILNS line at either end of court in certain sports [n -S] 

BASELOAD AABDELOS permanent load on power supplies [n -S] 

BASEMENT ABEEMNST part of building below ground level [n -S] 

BASENESS ABEENSSS state of being base (morally low) [n -ES] 

BASEPATH AABEHPST baserunner's path between bases [n -S] 

 

BATHERS ABEHRST BATHER, one that bathes (to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid)) [n] 

BATHING ABGHINT act of one that bathes [n -S] / BATHE, to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [v] 

BATHMAT AABHMTT mat used in bathroom [n -S] 

BATHTUB ABBHTTU tub in which to bathe [n -S] 

BATHYAL AABHLTY pertaining to deep water [adj] 

BATHETIC ABCEHITT trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

BATHLESS ABEHLSST not having had bath [adj] 

BATHOSES ABEHOSST BATHOS, triteness (quality of being trite (used so often as to be made commonplace)) [n] 

BATHROBE ABBEHORT housecoat [n -S] 

BATHROOM ABHMOORT room in which to bathe [n -S] 

 

BEEFALO ABEEFLO offspring of American buffalo and domestic cattle [n -ES, -S] 

BEEFIER BEEEFIR BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEFILY BEEFILY in beefy (brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle))) manner [adv] 

BEEFING BEEFGIN BEEF, to add bulk to [v] 

BEEFCAKE ABCEEEFK pictures of male physiques [n -S] 

BEEFIEST BEEEFIST BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEFLESS BEEEFLSS being without beef [adj] 

BEEFWOOD BDEEFOOW hardwood tree [n -S] 

 

BEEHIVE BEEEHIV hive for bees [n -S] 

BEELIKE BEEEIKL resembling bee (winged insect) [adj] 
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BEELINE BEEEILN to go in straight direct course [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BEESWAX ABEESWX to polish furniture with type of wax [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEEYARD ABDEERY apiary (place where bees are kept) [n -S] 

BEEBREAD ABBDEEER pollen mixture [n -S] 

BEESWING BEEGINSW crust that forms on wines [n -S] 

 

BELLBOY BBELLOY hotel's errand boy [n -S] 

BELLHOP BEHLLOP bellboy (hotel's errand boy) [n -S] 

BELLIED BDEEILL BELLY, to swell out [v] 

BELLIES BEEILLS BELLY, to swell out [v] 

BELLING BEGILLN BELL, to provide with bell (ringing device) [v] / mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S] 

BELLMAN ABELLMN town crier [n -MEN] 

BELLOWS BELLOSW BELLOW, to shout in deep voice [v] 

BELLBIRD BBDEILLR tropical bird [n -S] 

BELLBUOY BBELLOUY buoy (warning float) having bell [n -S] 

BELLCAST ABCELLST designating style of roof architecture [adj] 

BELLOWED BDEELLOW BELLOW, to shout in deep voice [v] 

BELLOWER BEELLORW one that bellows (to shout in deep voice) [n -S] 

BELLPULL BELLLLPU cord pulled to ring bell [n -S] 

BELLWORT BELLORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S] 

BELLYING BEGILLNY BELLY, to swell out [v] 

 

BIGFEET BEEFGIT BIGFOOT, influential person [n] 

BIGGEST BEGGIST BIG, of considerable size [adj] 

BIGGETY BEGGITY biggity (conceited) [adj] 

BIGGIES BEGGIIS BIGGIE, one that is big [n] / BIGGY [n] 

BIGGING BGGGIIN biggin (house) [n -S] 

BIGGINS BGGIINS BIGGIN, house [n] 

BIGGISH BGGHIIS somewhat big [adj] 

BIGGITY BGGIITY conceited [adj] 

BIGHEAD ABDEGHI disease of animals [n -S] 

BIGHORN BGHINOR wild sheep [n -S] 

BIGNESS BEGINSS state of being big (of considerable size) [n -ES] 

BIGTIME BEGIIMT pertaining to highest level [adj] 

BIGWIGS BGGIISW BIGWIG, important person [n] 

BIGMOUTH BGHIMOTU talkative person [n -S] 

BIGSTICK BCGIIKST threatening military force [adj] 

 

BIRDDOG BDDGIOR to follow closely [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BIRDERS BDEIRRS BIRDER, bird hunter [n] 

BIRDIED BDDEIIR BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BIRDIES BDEIIRS BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BIRDING BDGIINR bird-watching [n -S] / BIRD, to hunt birds (winged, warm-blooded vertebrates) [v] 

BIRDMAN ABDIMNR one who keeps birds [n -MEN] 

BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S] 
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BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S] 

BIRDCALL ABCDILLR call of bird [n -S] 

BIRDFARM ABDFIMRR aircraft carrier [n [-S] 

BIRDFEED BDDEEFIR birdseed (mixture of seeds used for feeding birds) [n -S] 

BIRDLIFE BDEFIILR avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n -S] 

BIRDLIKE BDEIIKLR resembling bird [adj] 

BIRDLIME BDEIILMR to trap small birds [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BIRDSEED BDDEEIRS mixture of seeds used for feeding birds [n -S] 

BIRDSEYE BDEEIRSY flowering plant [n -S] 

BIRDSHOT BDHIORST small shot for shooting birds [n -S] 

BIRDSONG BDGINORS song of bird [n -S] 

 

BLACKED ABCDEKL BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKEN ABCEKLN to make black [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLACKER ABCEKLR BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLACKLY ABCKLLY in black (being of darkest color) manner [adv] 

BLACKBOY ABBCKLOY Australian plant [n -S] 

BLACKCAP AABCCKLP small European bird [n -S] 

BLACKEST ABCEKLST BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLACKFIN ABCFIKLN food fish [n -S] 

BLACKFLY ABCFKLLY biting fly [n -LIES] 

BLACKGUM ABCGKLMU tupelo (softwood tree) [n -S] 

BLACKING ABCGIKLN black shoe polish [n -S] / BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKISH ABCHIKLS somewhat black [adj] 

BLACKLEG ABCEGKLL to work against labor strike [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BLACKOUT ABCKLOTU power failure [n -S] 

BLACKTIP ABCIKLPT type of requiem shark [n -S]  

BLACKTOP ABCKLOPT to pave with asphalt [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

 

BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINDER BDEILNR BLIND, sightless [adj] / obstruction to sight [n -S] 

BLINDLY BDILLNY in blind (sightless) manner [adv] 

BLINDAGE ABDEGILN protective screen [n -S] 

BLINDEST BDEILNST BLIND, sightless [adj] 

BLINDGUT BDGILNTU cecum (bodily cavity with one opening) [n -S] 

BLINDING BDGIILNN act of causing blindness [n -S] / BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

 

BLOCKED BCDEKLO BLOCK, to obstruct (to get in way of) [v] 

BLOCKER BCEKLOR one that blocks (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n -S] 

BLOCKADE ABCDEKLO to block (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

BLOCKAGE ABCEGKLO act of blocking (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n -S] 

BLOCKIER BCEIKLOR BLOCKY, short and stout [adj] 

BLOCKING BCGIKLNO act of obstructing (to get in way of) [n -S] / BLOCK, to obstruct (to get in way of) [v] 

BLOCKISH BCHIKLOS blocky (short and stout) [adj] 

 

BLOODED BDDELOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] 
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BLOODFIN BDFILNOO freshwater fish [n -S] 

BLOODIED BDDEILOO BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODIER BDEILOOR BLOODY, stained with blood [adj] 

BLOODIES BDEILOOS BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODILY BDILLOOY in bloody (stained with blood) manner [adv] 

BLOODING BDGILNOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] / fox hunting ceremony [n -S] 

BLOODRED BDDELOOR of color of blood [adj] 

 

BOATELS ABELOST BOATEL, waterside hotel [n] 

BOATERS ABEORST BOATER, one that boats (to travel by boat (watercraft)) [n] 

BOATFUL ABFLOTU as much as boat can hold [n -S] 

BOATING ABGINOT BOAT, to travel by boat (watercraft) [v] / sport of traveling by boat [n -S] 

BOATMAN AABMNOT one who works on boats [n -MEN] 

BOATBILL ABBILLOT wading bird [n -S] 

BOATHOOK ABHKOOOT pole with metal hook for use aboard boat [n -S] 

BOATLIFT ABFILOTT to transport by boats [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOATLIKE ABEIKLOT resembling boat [adj] 

BOATLOAD AABDLOOT amount that boat holds [n -S] 

BOATNECK ABCEKNOT wide neckline [n -S] 

BOATPORT ABOOPRTT enclosure for boats [n -S] 

BOATSMAN AABMNOST boatman (one who works on boats) [n -MEN] 

BOATYARD AABDORTY marina (docking area for small boats) [n -S] 

 

BODYING BDGINOY BODY, to give form to [v] 

BODYMAN ABDMNOY one who repairs auto bodies [n -MEN] 

BODYSIDE BDDEIOSY side of body of vehicle [n -S] 

BODYSUIT BDIOSTUY one-piece garment for torso [n -S] 

BODYSURF BDFORSUY to ride wave without surfboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES] 

BODYWORK BDKOORWY vehicle body [n -S] 

 

BOMBARD ABBDMOR to bomb (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOMBAST ABBMOST pompous language [n -S] 

BOMBERS BBEMORS BOMBER, one that bombs (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [n] 

BOMBING BBGIMNO attack with bombs [n -S] / BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [v] 

BOMBLET BBELMOT small bomb [n -S] 

BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj] 

BOMBARDE ABBDEMOR medieval shawm (woodwind) [n -S] 

BOMBLOAD ABBDLMOO quantity of bombs being carried [n -S] 

 

BONDAGE ABDEGNO slavery (ownership of one person by another) [n -S] 

BONDERS BDENORS BONDER, one that bonds (to join together) [n] 

BONDING BDGINNO BOND, to join together [v] / formation of close personal relationship [n -S] 

BONDMAN ABDMNNO male slave [n -MEN] 

BONDABLE ABBDELNO BOND, to join together [adj] 

BONDLESS BDELNOSS having no bond [adj] 
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BONDMAID ABDDIMNO female slave [n -S] 

BONDSMAN ABDMNNOS bondman (male slave) [n -MEN] 

 

BONEBED BBDEENO area containing dinosaur fossils [n -S] 

BONESET BEENOST perennial herb [n -S] 

BONEYER BEENORY BONEY, bony (full of bones) [adj] 

BONIEST BEINOST BONY, full of bones [adj] 

BONEFISH BEFHINOS slender marine fish [n -ES] 

BONEHEAD ABDEEHNO stupid person [n -S] 

BONELESS BEELNOSS having no bones (hard connective tissue) [adj] 

BONEMEAL ABEELMNO fertilizer or feed made from crushed bone [n -S] 

BONEYARD ABDENORY junkyard (place where junk is stored) [n -S] 

BONEYEST BEENOSTY BONEY, bony (full of bones) [adj] 

 

BOOKBAG ABBGKOO bag for carrying books [n -S] 

BOOKEND BDEKNOO to place something at either end of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKERS BEKOORS BOOKER, one that books (to engage services) [n] 

BOOKFUL BFKLOOU as much as book can hold [n -S] 

BOOKIES BEIKOOS BOOKIE, bet taker [n] 

BOOKING BGIKNOO BOOK, to engage services [v] / engagement [n -S] 

BOOKISH BHIKOOS pertaining to books [adj] 

BOOKLET BEKLOOT small book [n -S] 

BOOKMAN ABKMNOO scholar (learned person) [n -MEN] 

BOOKABLE ABBEKLOO BOOK, to engage services [adj] 

BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 

BOOKLICE BCEIKLOO wingless insects that damage books [n BOOKLICE] 

BOOKLORE BEKLOOOR book learning [n -S] 

BOOKMARK ABKKMOOR to create shortcut to previously viewed website [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S] 

BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S] 

BOOKSHOP BHKOOOPS store where books are sold [n -S] 

BOOKWORK BKKOOORW keeping of records of accounts [n -S] 

BOOKWORM BKMOOORW avid book reader [n -S] 

 

BOOTEES BEEOOST BOOTEE, baby's sock [n] 

BOOTERY BEOORTY shoe store [n -RIES] 

BOOTIES BEIOOST BOOTIE, bootee (baby's sock) [n] / BOOTY, rich gain or prize [n] 

BOOTING BGINOOT BOOT, to load program into computer [v] 

BOOTLEG BEGLOOT to smuggle (to import or export illicitly) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BOOTABLE ABBELOOT BOOT, to load program into computer [adj] 

BOOTJACK ABCJKOOT device for pulling off boots [n -S] 

BOOTLACE ABCELOOT shoelace (lace for fastening shoe) [n -S] 

BOOTLESS BELOOSST useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

BOOTLICK BCIKLOOT to flatter servilely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

BOTANIC ABCINOT pertaining to botany (science of plants) [adj] 
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BOTANICA AABCINOT shop that sells herbs and magic charms [n -S] 

BOTANIES ABEINOST BOTANY, science of plants [n] 

BOTANISE ABEINOST to botanize (to study plants) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BOTANIST ABINOSTT one skilled in botany [n -S] 

BOTANIZE ABEINOTZ to study plants [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

BOWFINS BFINOSW BOWFIN, freshwater fish [n] 

BOWHEAD ABDEHOW arctic whale [n -S] 

BOWHUNT BHNOTUW to hunt with bow and arrow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOWINGS BGINOSW BOWING, technique of managing bow of stringed instrument [n] 

BOWKNOT BKNOOTW type of knot [n -S] 

BOWLEGS BEGLOSW BOWLEG, outwardly curved leg [n] 

BOWLESS BELOSSW being without archery bow [adj] 

BOWLINE BEILNOW type of knot [n -S] 

BOWSAWS ABOSSWW BOWSAW, saw having blade in bow-shaped frame [n] 

BOWSHOT BHOOSTW distance arrow is shot [n -S] 

BOWSMAN ABMNOSW bowman (archer (one that shoots with bow and arrow)) [n -MEN] 

BOWWOOD BDOOOWW deciduous tree [n -S] 

BOWYERS BEORSWY BOWYER, maker of archery bows [n] 

BOWFRONT BFNOORTW having curved front [adj] 

BOWINGLY BGILNOWY in bowing manner [adv] 

BOWSPRIT BIOPRSTW ship's spar [n -S] 

 

BOXBALL ABBLLOX form of handball [n -S] 

BOXCARS ABCORSX BOXCAR, roofed freight car [n] 

BOXFISH BFHIOSX marine fish [n -ES] 

BOXFULS BFLOSUX BOXFUL, as much as box can hold [n] 

BOXHAUL ABHLOUX to veer ship around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOXIEST BEIOSTX BOXY, resembling box [adj] 

BOXINGS BGINOSX BOXING, casing (protective outer covering) [n] 

BOXLIKE BEIKLOX resembling box [adj] 

BOXWOOD BDOOOWX evergreen shrub [n -S] 

BOXBERRY BBEORRXY evergreen plant [n -RRIES] 

BOXBOARD ABBDOORX stiff paperboard [n -S] 

BOXINESS BEINOSSX state of being boxy (resembling box) [n -ES] 

BOXTHORN BHNOORTX thorny shrub [n -S] 

 

BRAGGED ABDEGGR BRAG, to speak vainly of one's deeds [v] 

BRAGGER ABEGGRR BRAG, first-rate [adj] / braggart (one who brags) [n -S] 

BRAGGART AABGGRRT one who brags [n -S] 

BRAGGEST ABEGGRST BRAG, first-rate [adj] 

BRAGGIER ABEGGIRR BRAGGY, tending to brag [adj] 

BRAGGING ABGGGINR BRAG, to speak vainly of one's deeds [v] 

 

BRAINED ABDEINR BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

BRAINIAC AABCIINR very intelligent person [n -S] 
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BRAINIER ABEIINRR BRAINY, smart (characterized by mental acuity) [adj] 

BRAINILY ABIILNRY in brainy (smart (characterized by mental acuity)) manner [adv] 

BRAINING ABGIINNR BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

BRAINISH ABHIINRS impetuous [adj] 

BRAINPAN AABINNPR skull [n -S] 

 

BRASSED ABDERSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRASSES ABERSSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRASSIE ABEIRSS golf club [n -S] 

BRASSIER ABEIRRSS BRASSY, resembling brass [adj] 

BRASSILY ABILRSSY BRASSY, resembling brass [adv] 

BRASSING ABGINRSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRASSISH ABHIRSSS resembling brass [adj] 

 

BRAVADO AABDORV false bravery [n -ES, -S] 

BRAVELY ABELRVY BRAVE, showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adv] 

BRAVERS ABERRSV BRAVER, one that braves (to face with courage) [n] 

BRAVERY ABERRVY courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [n -RIES] 

BRAVEST ABERSTV BRAVE, showing courage [adj] 

BRAVING ABGINRV BRAVE, to face with courage [v] 

BRAVOED ABDEORV BRAVO, to applaud by shouting “bravo” [v] 

BRAVOES ABEORSV BRAVO, hired killer [n] / BRAVO, to applaud by shouting “bravo” [v] 

BRAVURA AABRRUV fine musical technique [n -S, -RE] 

BRAVURE ABERRUV BRAVURA, fine musical technique [n] 

BRAVOING ABGINORV BRAVO, to applaud by shouting “bravo” [v] 

 

BROADAX AABDORX broad-edged ax [n -ES] 

BROADEN ABDENOR to make broad [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BROADER ABDEORR BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 

BROADLY ABDLORY in broad (wide (having great extent from side to side)) manner [adv] 

BROADAXE AABDEORX broadax (broad-edged ax) [n -S] 

BROADEST ABDEORST BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 

BROADISH ABDHIORS somewhat broad [adj] 

BROADWAY AABDORWY large main road [n -S] 

 

BROMATE ABEMORT to combine with bromine [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BROMIDE BDEIMOR bromine compound [n -S] 

BROMIDS BDIMORS BROMID, bromide (bromine compound) [n] 

BROMINE BEIMNOR volatile liquid element [n -S] 

BROMINS BIMNORS BROMIN, bromine (volatile liquid element) [n] 

BROMISM BIMMORS diseased condition of skin [n -S] 

BROMIZE BEIMORZ to treat with bromine or bromide [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BROMIDIC BCDIIMOR commonplace; trite [adj] 

 

BRUSHED BDEHRSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHER BEHRRSU one that brushes (to touch lightly) [n -S] 
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BRUSHES BEHRSSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHUP BHPRSUU quick review [n -S] 

BRUSHIER BEHIRRSU BRUSHY, shaggy; rough [adj] 

BRUSHING BGHINRSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHOFF BFFHORSU abrupt dismissal [n -S] 

 

BRUTELY BELRTUY in brutal (cruel; savage) manner [adv] 

BRUTEST BERSTTU BRUTE, resembling animal; cruel [adj] 

BRUTIFY BFIRTUY to make brutal [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BRUTISH BHIRSTU brutal (cruel; savage) [adj] 

BRUTISM BIMRSTU state of being brutal (cruel; savage) [n -S] 

BRUTALLY ABLLRTUY BRUTAL, cruel; savage [adv] 

 

BUSHERS BEHRSSU BUSHER, minor league baseball player [n] 

BUSHIER BEHIRSU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSHIES BEHISSU BUSHY, person who lives in bush (wilderness) [n] 

BUSHILY BHILSUY in bushy (covered with bushes) manner [adv] 

BUSHING BGHINSU BUSH, to cover with bushes (shrubs) [v] / lining for hole [n -S]  

BUSHLOT BHLOSTU woodlot (area restricted to growing of forest trees) [n -S] 

BUSHMAN ABHMNSU woodsman (one who works or lives in forest) [n -MEN] 

BUSHPIG BGHIPSU wild African pig [n -S] 

BUSHTIT BHISTTU titmouse (small bird) [n -S] 

BUZZWIG BGIUWZZ large, thick wig [n -S] 

BUSHBABY ABBBHSUY small tree-dwelling primate [n -BIES] 

BUSHBUCK BBCHKSUU small antelope [n -S] 

BUSHFIRE BEFHIRSU fire in wooded area [n -S] 

BUSHGOAT ABGHOSTU bushbuck (small antelope) [n -S] 

BUSHIEST BEHISSTU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSHLAND ABDHLNSU unsettled forest land [n -S] 

BUSHLESS BEHLSSSU having no bushes [adj] 

BUSHLIKE BEHIKLSU resembling bush [adj] 

BUSHVELD BDEHLSUV veld with shrubby vegetation [n -S] 

 

BUZZCUT BCTUUZZ very short haircut [n -S] 

BUZZERS BERSUZZ BUZZER, signaling device [n] 

BUZZIER BEIRUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 

BUZZING BGINUZZ BUZZ, to make vibrating sound [v] / buzzing noise [n -S] 

BUZZBAIT ABBITUZZ vibrating fishing lure [n -S] 

BUZZIEST BEISTUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 

BUZZKILL BIKLLUZZ one that has depressing or negative effect [n -S] 

BUZZWORD BDORUWZZ word used to impress someone [n -S] 

 

BYCATCH ABCCHTY marine animals caught unintentionally [n -ES] 

BYELAWS ABELSWY BYELAW, bylaw (secondary law) [n] 

BYGONES BEGNOSY BYGONE, past occurrence [n] 

BYLINED BDEILNY BYLINE, to write under byline (line giving author's name) [v] 
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BYLINER BEILNRY one that writes under byline [n -S] 

BYLINES BEILNSY BYLINE, to write under byline (line giving author's name) [v] 

BYNAMES ABEMNSY BYNAME, secondary name [n] 

BYPATHS ABHPSTY BYPATH, indirect road [n] 

BYPLAYS ABLPSYY BYPLAY, secondary action [n] 

BYROADS ABDORSY BYROAD, side road [n] 

BYTALKS ABKLSTY BYTALK, small talk [n] 

BYWORDS BDORSWY BYWORD, well-known saying [n] 

BYWORKS BKORSWY BYWORK, work done during leisure time [n] 

BYLINING BGIILNNY BYLINE, to write under byline (line giving author's name) [v] 

BYPASSED ABDEPSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

BYPASSES ABEPSSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

BYSTREET BEERSTTY side street [n -S] 

 

 

Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

C 

CABALAS AAABCLS CABALA, occult or secret doctrine [n] 

CABBALA AAABBCL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

KABALAS AAABKLS KABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

QABALAH  AAABHLQ cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

QABALAS  AAABLQS QABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

CABALISM AABCILMS adherence to cabala [n -S] 

CABALIST AABCILST one who practices cabalism (adherence to cabala) [n -S] 

CABALLED AABCDELL CABAL, to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v] 

CABBALAH AAABBCHL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

KABALISM AABIKLMS cabalism (adherence to cabala) [n -S] 

KABALIST AABIKLST cabalist (one who practices cabalism (adherence to cabala)) [n -S] 

KABBALAH AAABBHKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

 

CALCIFY ACCFILY to harden (to make hard) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CALCINE ACCEILN to reduce to calx by heat [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CALCITE ACCEILT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

CALCIUM ACCILMU metallic element [n -S] 

CALCIFIC ACCCFIIL containing salts of calcium [adj] 

CALCITIC ACCCIILT CALCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

CALCRETE ACCEELRT type of concrete made with calcium carbonate [n -S] 

CALCSPAR AACCLPRS calcite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

CALCTUFA AACCFLTU mineral deposit [n -S] 

CALCTUFF ACCFFLTU calctufa (mineral deposit) [n -S] 

 

CALLBOY ABCLLOY bellboy (hotel's errand boy) [n -S] 

CALLEES ACEELLS CALLEE, one that is called [n] 

CALLERS ACELLRS CALLER, one that calls (to summon (to order to appear)) [n] 

CALLING ACGILLN CALL, to summon (to order to appear) [v] / vocation or profession [n -S] 

CALLOUT ACLLOTU inset in printed article [n -S] 
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CALLABLE AABCELLL CALL, to summon (to order to appear) [adj] 

CALLBACK AABCCKLL recall of defective product [n -S] 

 

CAMPERS ACEMPRS CAMPER, one that camps (to live in open) [n] 

CAMPING ACGIMNP act of living outdoors [n -S] / CAMP, to live in open [v] 

CAMPION ACIMNOP herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

CAMPOUT ACMOPTU camping out by group [n -S] 

CAMPAGNA AAACGMNP flat, open plain [n -NE] 

CAMPAGNE AACEGMNP CAMPAGNA, flat, open plain [n] 

CAMPAIGN AACGIMNP to conduct series of operations to reach specific goal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAMPFIRE ACEFIMPR outdoor fire [n -S] 

CAMPOREE ACEEMOPR gathering of Boy Scouts [n -S] 

CAMPSITE ACEIMPST area suitable for camping [n -S] 

CAMPUSED ACDEMPSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CAMPUSES ACEMPSSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

 

CANONIC ACCINNO CANON, law decreed by church council [adj] 

CANONRY ACNNORY clerical office [n -RIES] 

CANONESS ACENNOSS woman who lives according to canon [n -ES] 

CANONISE ACEINNOS to canonize (to declare to be saint) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CANONIST ACINNOST specialist in canon law [n -S] 

CANONIZE ACEINNOZ to declare to be saint [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

CAPITAL AACILPT upper part of column [n -S] 

CAPITOL ACILOPT building occupied by state legislature [n -S] 

CAPLESS ACELPSS being without cap [adj] 

CAPPERS ACEPPRS CAPPER, capmaker (one that makes caps) [n] 

CAPPING ACGINPP CAP, to provide with cap (type of head covering) [v] / wax covering in honeycomb [n -S] 

CAPROCK ACCKOPR overlying rock layer [n -S] 

CAPSIZE ACEIPSZ to overturn (to turn over) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CAPTAIN AACINPT to lead or command [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPTION ACINOPT to provide with title [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPITULA AACILPTU flower clusters [n CAPITULA] 

CAPMAKER AACEKMPR one that makes caps [n -S] 

CAPSTONE ACENOPST top stone of structure [n -S] 

 

CARBARN AABCNRR garage for buses [n -S] 

CARFARE AACEFRR payment for bus or car ride [n -S] 

CARFULS ACFLRSU CARFUL, as much as car can hold [n] 

CARHOPS ACHOPRS CARHOP, to serve customers at drive-in restaurant [v] 

CARJACK AACCJKR to steal vehicle from its driver by force [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARLESS ACELRSS being without car [adj] 

CARLINE ACEILNR carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n -S] 

CARLOAD AACDLOR as much as car can hold [n -S] 

CAROACH AACCHOR caroche (stately carriage) [n -ES] 

CAROCHE ACCEHOR stately carriage [n -S] 
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CARPING ACGINPR act of one who carps [n -S] / CARP, to find fault unreasonably [v] 

CARPOOL ACLOOPR to take turns driving group of commuters [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARPORT ACOPRRT shelter for car [n -S] 

CARRIED ACDEIRR CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARRIER ACEIRRR one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n -S] 

CARRIES ACEIRRS CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARROCH ACCHORR caroche (stately carriage) [n -ES] 

CARRYON ACNORRY small piece of luggage [n -S] 

CARSICK ACCIKRS nauseated from riding in car [adj] 

CARTAGE AACEGRT act of carting (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n -S] 

CARTFUL ACFLRTU cartload (as much as cart can hold) [n -S] 

CARWASH AACHRSW establishment equipped to wash automobiles [n -ES] 

CARMAKER AACEKMRR automobile manufacturer [n -S] 

CARRIAGE AACEGIRR wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle [n -S] 

CARRYALL AACLLRRY light covered carriage [n -S] 

CARRYCOT ACCORRTY portable baby's cot [n -S] 

CARRYING ACGINRRY CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

CARRYOUT ACORRTUY take-out order of food [n -S] 

CARSPIEL ACEILPRS curling match in which curlers compete for car [n -S] 

CARTABLE AABCELRT CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [adj] 

CARTLOAD AACDLORT as much as cart can hold [n -S] 

 

CASEASE AACEESS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

CASEATE AACEEST to become cheesy [v -D, -TING, -S 

CASEINS ACEINSS CASEIN, milk protein [n] 

CASEOSE ACEEOSS proteose (water-soluble protein) [n -S] 

CASEOUS ACEOSSU cheesy (resembling cheese (food made from milk curds)) [adj] 

CASEFIED ACDEEFIS CASEFY, to caseate (to become cheesy) [v] 

CASEFIES ACEEFISS CASEFY, to caseate (to become cheesy) [v] 

 

CASHBOX ABCHOSX container for money [n -ES] 

CASHIER ACEHIRS to dismiss in disgrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CASHING ACGHINS CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [v] 

CASHABLE AABCEHLS CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [adj] 

CASHBACK AABCCHKS incentive of cash given back to purchaser [n -S] 

CASHBOOK ABCHKOOS book of monetary records [n -S] 

CASHLESS ACEHLSSS having no cash [adj] 

 

CENTALS ACELNST CENTAL, unit of weight [n] 

CENTARE ACEENRT measure of land area [n -S] 

CENTAVO ACENOTV coin of various Spanish-American nations [n -S] 

CENTILE CEEILNT value of statistical variable [n -S] 

CENTIME CEEIMNT 100th part of franc [n -S] 

CENTIMO CEIMNOT any of various small coins [n -S] 

CENTUMS CEMNSTU CENTUM, one hundred [n] 

CENTURY CENRTUY period of 100 years [n -RIES] 
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CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

CENTUPLE CEELNPTU to increase hundredfold [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

CHARKED ACDEHKR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARQUI ACHIQRU type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n -S] 

CHARCOAL AACCHLOR to blacken with charcoal (dark, porous carbon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARKING ACGHIKNR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARQUID ACDHIQRU CHARQUI, type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [adj] 

CHARRIER ACEHIRRR CHARRY, resembling charcoal [adj] 

CHARRING ACGHINRR CHAR, to burn slightly [v] 

 

CHATTED ACDEHTT CHAT, to converse informally [v] 

CHATTER ACEHRTT to talk rapidly and trivially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHATLINE ACEHILNT telephone service that allows conversation among several callers [n -S] 

CHATROOM ACHMOORT real-time online discussion group [n -S] 

CHATTERY ACEHRTTY CHATTER, to talk rapidly and trivially [adj] 

CHATTIER ACEHIRTT CHATTY, talkative [adj] 

CHATTILY ACHILTTY CHATTY, talkative [adv] 

CHATTING ACGHINTT CHAT, to converse informally [v] 

 

CHEAPEN ACEEHNP to make cheap [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHEAPER ACEEHPR CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPIE ACEEHIP one that is cheap [n -S] 

CHEAPLY ACEHLPY in cheap (inexpensive) manner [adv] 

CHEAPOS ACEHOPS CHEAPO, cheapie (one that is cheap) [n] 

CHEAPEST ACEEHPST CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

CHEAPISH ACEHHIPS somewhat cheap [adj] 

 

CHECKED CCDEEHK CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

CHECKER CCEEHKR to mark with squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHECKUP CCEHKPU examination [n -S] 

CHECKBOX BCCEHKOX small box on computer screen to be clicked on to select feature [n -ES] 

CHECKING CCEGHIKN CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

CHECKOFF CCEFFHKO method of collecting union dues [n -S] 

CHECKOUT CCEHKOTU test of machine [n -S] 

CHECKROW CCEHKORW to plant in rows which divide land into squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHECKSUM CCEHKMSU sum derived from bits of computer data [n -S] 

 

CHEERED CDEEEHR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERER CEEEHRR one that cheers (to applaud with shouts of approval) [n -S] 

CHEERIO CEEHIOR greeting (salutation) [n -S] 

CHEERLY CEEHLRY cheerily (in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner) [adv] 

CHEEROS CEEHORS CHEERO, cheerio (greeting (salutation)) [n] 

CHEERFUL CEEFHLRU full of spirits [adj -ER, -EST] 

CHEERIER CEEEHIRR CHEERY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHEERILY CEEHILRY in cheery (cheerful (full of spirits)) manner [adv] 
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CHEERING CEEGHINR CHEER, to applaud with shouts of approval [v] 

CHEERLED CDEEEHLR CHEERLEAD, to call for and direct organized cheering, as at football game [v] 

 

CHILDES CDEHILS CHILDE, youth of noble birth [n] 

CHILDLY CDHILLY resembling child (young person) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CHIRREN CEHINRR children (young person) [n CHIRREN] 

CHILDBED BCDDEHIL state of woman giving birth [n -S] 

CHILDING CDGHIILN pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

CHILDISH CDHHIILS resembling child (young person) [adj] 

CHILDREN CDEHILNR CHILD, young person [n] 

 

CHILLAX ACHILLX to calm down [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CHILLED CDEHILL CHILL, to make cold [v] 

CHILLER CEHILLR CHILL, cool (moderately cold) [adj] / one that chills (to make cold) [n -S] 

CHILLEST CEHILLST CHILL, cool (moderately cold) [adj] 

CHILLIER CEHIILLR CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adj] 

CHILLILY CHIILLLY CHILLY, cool (moderately cold) [adv] 

CHILLING CGHIILLN CHILL, to make cold [v] 

 

CHIPPER CEHIPPR to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIRKED CDEHIKR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRKER CEHIKRR CHIRK, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRMED CDEHIMR CHIRM, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIRPED CDEHIPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIRPER CEHIPRR one that chirps (to utter short, shrill sound) [n -S] 

CHIRRUP CHIPRRU to chirp repeatedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHIRKING CGHIIKNR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRMING CGHIIMNR CHIRM, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound) [v] 

CHIRPIER CEHIIPRR CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

CHIRPILY CHIILPRY CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

CHIRPING CGHIINPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

CHIRRUPS CHIPRRSU CHIRRUP, to chirp repeatedly [v] 

CHIRRUPY CHIPRRUY CHIRRUP, to chirp repeatedly [adj] 

 

CHLORAL ACHLLOR chemical compound [n -S] 

CHLORIC CCHILOR pertaining to chlorine (gaseous element) [adj] 

CHLORID CDHILOR chloride (chlorine compound) [n -S] 

CHLORIN CHILNOR chlorine (gaseous element) [n -S] 

CHLORATE ACEHLORT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHLORDAN ACDHLNOR toxic compound of chlorine [n -S] 

CHLORIDE CDEHILOR chlorine compound [n -S] 

CHLORINE CEHILNOR gaseous element [n -S] 

CHLORITE CEHILORT mineral group [n -S] 

CHLOROUS CHLOORSU pertaining to chlorine (gaseous element) [adj] 

 

CHROMED CDEHMOR CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 
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CHROMES CEHMORS CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] 

CHROMIC CCHIMOR pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 

CHROMYL CHLMORY bivalent radical [n -S] 

CHROMATE ACEHMORT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHROMIER CEHIMORR CHROMY, decorated with chrome [adj] 

CHROMING CGHIMNOR CHROME, to plate with chromium [v] / chromium ore [n -S] 

CHROMITE CEHIMORT chromium ore [n -S] 

CHROMIUM CHIMMORU metallic element [n -S] 

CHROMIZE CEHIMORZ to chrome (to plate with chromium) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CHROMOLY CHLMOORY steel alloy made of chromium and molybdenum [n -LIES, -S] 

CHROMOUS CHMOORSU pertaining to chromium (metallic element) [adj] 

 

CIRCLED CCDEILR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLER CCEILRR one that circles (to move or revolve around) [n -S] 

CIRCLES CCEILRS CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCLET CCEILRT small ring or ring-shaped object [n -S] 

CIRCUIT CCIIRTU to move around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CIRCUSY CCIRSUY CIRCUS, public entertainment [adj] 

CIRQUES CEIQRSU CIRQUE, deep, steep-walled basin on mountain [n] 

CIRCLING CCGIILNR CIRCLE, to move or revolve around [v] 

CIRCUITY CCIIRTUY lack of straightforwardness [n -TIES] 

CIRCULAR ACCILRRU leaflet intended for wide distribution [n -S] 

CIRCUSES CCEIRSSU CIRCUS, public entertainment [n] 

 

CIVILLY CIILLVY politely (showing consideration for others) [adv] 

CIVISMS CIIMSSV CIVISM, good citizenship [n] 

CIVVIES CEIISVV CIVVY, civilian (nonmilitary person) [n] 

CIVICISM CCIIIMSV system of government based upon individual rights [n -S] 

CIVILIAN ACIIILNV nonmilitary person [n -S] 

CIVILISE CEIIILSV to civilize (to bring out of savagery) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CIVILITY CIIILTVY courtesy; politeness [n -TIES] 

CIVILIZE CEIIILVZ to bring out of savagery [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

CLASSED ACDELSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSER ACELRSS one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n -S] 

CLASSES ACELSSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] / CLASSIS, governing body in certain churches [n] 

CLASSIC ACCILSS work of enduring excellence [n -S] 

CLASSIS ACILSSS governing body in certain churches [n -SES] 

CLASSICO ACCILOSS made from grapes grown in certain part of Italy [adj] 

CLASSIER ACEILRSS CLASSY, stylish; elegant [adj] 

CLASSIFY ACFILSSY to arrange according to characteristics [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CLASSILY ACILLSSY in classy (stylish; elegant) manner [adv] 

CLASSING ACGILNSS CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

CLASSISM ACILMSSS discrimination based on social class [n -S] 

CLASSIST ACILSSST advocate of classism [n -S] 
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CLAYIER ACEILRY CLAYEY, resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYING ACGILNY CLAY, to treat with clay (fine-grained, earthy material) [v] 

CLAYISH ACHILSY resembling or containing clay [adj] 

CLAYPAN AACLNPY shallow natural depression [n -S] 

CLAYBANK AABCKLNY yellow-brown color [n -S] 

CLAYIEST ACEILSTY CLAYEY, resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYLIKE ACEIKLLY resembling clay [adj] 

CLAYWARE AACELRWY pottery (ware molded from clay and hardened by heat) [n -S] 

 

CLEANED ACDEELN CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANER ACEELNR CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj]o / one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n -S] 

CLEANLY ACELLNY habitually clean [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CLEANSE ACEELNS to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CLEANUP ACELNPU act of cleaning [n -S] 

CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S] / CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

CLEANISH ACEHILNS CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANOUT ACELNOTU act of cleaning something out [n -S] 

CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S]\ 

 

CLEARED ACDEELR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] 

CLEARER ACEELRR CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] / one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n -S] 

CLEARLY ACELLRY in clear (clean and pure) manner [adv] 

CLEARCUT ACCELRTU to cut forest completely [v CLEARCUT, -TTING, -S] 

CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEARING ACEGILNR CLEAR, to remove obstructions [v] / open space [n -S]  

CLEAROUT ACELORTU action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S] 

CLEARWAY AACELRWY road on which stopping is not permitted [n -S] 

 

CLOSELY CELLOSY CLOSE, near (situated within short distance) [adv] 

CLOSERS CELORSS CLOSER, one that closes (to block against entry or passage) [n] 

CLOSEST CELOSST CLOSE, near (situated within short distance) [adj] 

CLOSETS CELOSST CLOSET, to enclose in private room [v] 

CLOSEUP CELOPSU photograph taken at close range [n -S] 

CLOSING CGILNOS CLOSE, to block against entry or passage [v] / concluding part [n -S] 

CLOSURE CELORSU to cloture (to end debate by calling for vote) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CLOSABLE ABCELLOS CLOSE, to block against entry or passage [adj] 

CLOSEOUT CELOOSTU clearance sale [n -S] 

CLOSETED CDEELOST CLOSET, to enclose in private room [v] 

 

CLUBBED BBCDELU CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] 

CLUBBER BBCELRU member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMAN ABCLMNU male member of club [n -MEN] 

CLUBABLE ABBCELLU sociable [adj] 

CLUBBERS BBCELRSU CLUBBER, member of club [n] 

CLUBBIER BBCEILRU CLUBBY, characteristic of club [adj] 
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CLUBBING BBCGILNU CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] / practice of frequenting nightclubs [n -S] 

CLUBBISH BBCHILSU clubby (characteristic of club) [adj] 

CLUBFACE ABCCEFLU striking surface of clubhead [n -S] 

CLUBFEET BCEEFLTU CLUBFOOT, deformed foot [n] 

CLUBFOOT BCFLOOTU deformed foot [n -FEET] 

CLUBHAND ABCDHLNU deformed hand [n -S] 

CLUBHAUL ABCHLLUU to put vessel about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLUBHEAD ABCDEHLU part of golf club that strikes ball [n -S] 

CLUBLAND ABCDLLNU area having many nightclubs [n -S] 

CLUBMATE ABCELMTU fellow member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMOSS BCLMOSSU green plant resembling large moss [n -ES] 

CLUBROOM BCLMOORU room for club's meetings [n -S] 

CLUBROOT BCLOORTU plant disease [n -S] 

 

CLUMPED CDELMPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPER CELMPRU large floating chunk of ice [n -S] 

CLUMPET CELMPTU clumper (large floating chunk of ice) [n -S] 

CLUMPIER CEILMPRU CLUMPY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLUMPING CGILMNPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPISH CHILMPSU resembling clump (thick mass) [adj] 

 

COALBIN ABCILNO bin for storing coal [n -S] 

COALBOX ABCLOOX box for storing coal [n -ES] 

COALERS ACELORS COALER, one that supplies coal [n] 

COALIER ACEILOR COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COALIFY ACFILOY to convert into coal [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

COALING ACGILNO COAL, to supply with coal (carbon fuel) [v] 

COALPIT ACILOPT pit from which coal is obtained [n -S] 

COALFACE AACCEFLO place where coal is cut out of rock [n -S] 

COALFISH ACFHILOS blackish fish [n -ES] 

COALHOLE ACEHLLOO compartment for storing coal [n -S] 

COALIEST ACEILOST COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COALLESS ACELLOSS lacking coal [adj] 

COALSACK AACCKLOS dark region of Milky Way [n -S] 

COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S] 

COALYARD AACDLORY yard for storing coal [n -S] 

 

COATEES ACEEOST COATEE, small coat [n] 

COATERS ACEORST COATER, one that coats (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [n] 

COATING ACGINOT COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [v] / covering layer [n -S] 

COATLESS ACELOSST lacking coat [adj] 

COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S] 

COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S] 

COATTAIL AACILOTT back lower portion of coat [n -S] 

 

COCKERS CCEKORS COCKER, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 
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COCKEYE CCEEKOY squinting eye [n -S] 

COCKIER CCEIKOR COCKY, arrogantly self-confident [adj] 

COCKIES CCEIKOS COCKY, cockatoo (parrot) [n] 

COCKILY CCIKLOY in cocky (arrogantly self-confident) manner [adv] 

COCKING CCGIKNO COCK, to tilt to one side [v] 

COCKISH CCHIKOS cocky (arrogantly self-confident) [adj] 

COCKNEY CCEKNOY resident of East End of London [n -S] 

COCKPIT CCIKOPT pilot's compartment in certain airplanes [n -S] 

COCKSHY CCHKOSY target in throwing contest [n -HIES] 

COCKUPS CCKOPSU COCKUP, turned-up part of something [n] 

COCKAPOO ACCKOOOP hybrid between cocker spaniel and poodle [n -S] 

COCKATOO ACCKOOOT parrot [n -S] 

COCKBILL BCCIKLLO to raise yardarm on ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCKBOAT ABCCKOOT small boat [n -S] 

COCKCROW CCCKOORW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S] 

COCKERED CCDEEKOR COCKER, to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [v] 

COCKEREL CCEEKLOR young rooster [n -S] 

COCKIEST CCEIKOST COCKY, arrogantly self-confident [adj] 

COCKLIKE CCEIKKLO resembling rooster (male chicken) [adj] 

COCKLOFT CCFKLOOT small attic [n -S] 

COCKSHUT CCHKOSTU close of day [n -S] 

COCKSPUR CCKOPRSU thorny plant [n -S] 

COCKSURE CCEKORSU certain (absolutely confident) [adj] 

COCKTAIL ACCIKLOT to drink alcoholic beverages [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

COGENCY CCEGNOY state of being cogent (convincing) [n -CIES] 

COGITOS CGIOOST COGITO, philosophical principle [n] 

COGNATE ACEGNOT one that is related to another [n -S] 

COGNISE CEGINOS to cognize (to become aware of in one's mind) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COGNIZE CEGINOZ to become aware of in one's mind [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COGENTLY CEGLNOTY COGENT, convincing [adv] 

COGITATE ACEGIOTT to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COGNIZER CEGINORZ one that cognizes (to become aware of in one's mind) [n -S] 

 

COLORED CDELOOR COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to [v] / offensive word [n -S] 

COLORER CELOORR one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [n -S] 

COLOURS CLOORSU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [v] 

COLORADO ACDLOOOR of medium strength and color -- used of cigars [adj] 

COLORANT ACLNOORT pigment or dye [n -S] 

COLORFUL CFLLOORU full of color [adj] 

COLORING CGILNOOR appearance in regard to color [n -S] / COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to [v] 

COLORISE CEILOORS to colorize (to give color to black-and-white film) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLORISM CILMOORS coloring (appearance in regard to color) [n -S] 

COLORIST CILOORST person skilled in use of color [n -S] 

COLORIZE CEILOORZ to give color to black-and-white film [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COLORMAN ACLMNOOR sportscaster who provides commentary during game [n -MEN] 
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COLORWAY ACLOORWY arrangement of colors [n -S] 

COLOURED CDELOORU COLOUR, to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [v] / person deemed to be of mixed white and nonwhite descent [n -S] 

COLOURER CELOORRU colorer (one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to)) [n -S] 

 

COOKERS CEKOORS COOKER, one that cooks (to prepare food by heating) [n] 

COOKERY CEKOORY art of cooking [n -RIES] 

COOKEYS CEKOOSY COOKEY, cookie (small, flat cake) [n] 

COOKIES CEIKOOS COOKIE, small, flat cake [n] / COOKY [n] 

COOKING CGIKNOO act of one that cooks [n -S] / COOK, to prepare food by heating [v] 

COOKOFF CFFKOOO cooking contest [n -S] 

COOKOUT CKOOOTU meal eaten and prepared outdoors [n -S] 

COOKTOP CKOOOPT counter-top cooking apparatus [n -S] 

COOKABLE ABCEKLOO COOK, to prepare food by heating [adj] 

COOKABLE ABCEKLOO something that can be cooked [n -S] 

COOKBOOK BCKKOOOO book of recipes [n -S] 

COOKLESS CEKLOOSS having no person that cooks [adj] 

COOKSHOP CHKOOOPS shop that sells cooked food [n -S] 

COOKWARE ACEKOORW utensils used in cooking [n -S] 

 

COPIERS CEIOPRS COPIER, one that copies (to imitate (to behave in same way as)) [n] 

COPYBOY BCOOPYY boy who runs errands in newspaper office [n -S] 

COPYCAT ACCOPTY to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

COPYING CGINOPY COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [v] 

COPYIST CIOPSTY imitator (one that imitates (to behave in same way as)) [n -S] 

COPYABLE ABCELOPY COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as) [adj] 

COPYBOOK BCKOOOPY book used in teaching penmanship [n -S] 

COPYDESK CDEKOPSY editor's desk in newspaper office [n -S] 

COPYEDIT CDEIOPTY to prepare copy for printer [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPYGIRL CGILOPRY girl who runs errands in newspaper office [n -S] 

COPYHOLD CDHLOOPY type of ownership of land [n -S] 

COPYLEFT CEFLOPTY license that allows free use of copyrighted software [n -S] 

COPYREAD ACDEOPRY to copyedit (to prepare copy for printer) [v COPYREAD, -ING, -S] 

 

CORNCOB BCCNOOR woody core of ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNFED CDEFNOR fed on corn [adj] 

CORNIER CEINORR CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CORNIFY CFINORY to form keratin [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CORNILY CILNORY in corny (trite (used so often as to be made commonplace)) manner [adv] 

CORNING CGINNOR CORN, to preserve with salt [v] 

CORNROW CNOORRW to braid hair tightly in rows close to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORNBALL ABCLLNOR hick (rural person) [n -S] 

CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S] 

CORNCRIB BCCINORR building in which corn is stored [n -S] 

CORNHUSK CHKNORSU husk covering ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNIEST CEINORST CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CORNMEAL ACELMNOR meal made from corn [n -S] 
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CORNPONE CENNOOPR bread made with cornmeal [n -S] 

CORNSILK CIKLNORS silky thread on ear of corn [n -S] 

 

COVERED CDEEORV COVER, to place something over or upon [v] 

COVERER CEEORRV one that covers (to place something over or upon) [n -S] 

COVERTS CEORSTV COVERT, hiding place [n] 

COVERUP CEOPRUV something used to conceal improper activity [n -S] 

COVERAGE ACEEGORV extent to which something is covered [n -S] 

COVERALL ACELLORV one-piece work garment [n -S] 

COVERING CEGINORV COVER, to place something over or upon [v] / something that covers (to place something over or upon) [n -S] 

COVERLET CEELORTV bed covering [n -S] 

COVERLID CDEILORV coverlet (bed covering) [n -S] 

COVERTER CEEORRTV COVERT, referring to hiding place [adj] 

COVERTLY CELORTVY secretly (in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner) [adv] 

 

CRABBED ABBCDER CRAB, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

CRABBER ABBCERR one that crabs (to complain (to express discontent)) [n -S] 

CRABBIER ABBCEIRR CRABBY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

CRABBILY ABBCILRY CRABBY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adv] 

CRABBING ABBCGINR CRAB, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

CRABLIKE ABCEIKLR resembling crab [adj] 

CRABMEAT AABCEMRT edible part of crab [n -S] 

CRABWISE ABCEIRSW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

 

CRACKED ACCDEKR CRACK, to break without dividing into parts [v] 

CRACKER ACCEKRR thin, crisp biscuit [n -S] 

CRACKIE ACCEIKR small dog of mixed breed [n -S] 

CRACKLE ACCEKLR to make succession of snapping sounds [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRACKLY ACCKLRY brittle (likely to break) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

CRACKUP ACCKPRU collision [n -S] 

CRACKIER ACCEIKRR CRACKY, having cracks [adj] 

CRACKING ACCGIKNR chemical process [n -S] / CRACK, to break without dividing into parts [v] 

CRACKNEL ACCEKLNR hard, crisp biscuit [n -S] 

CRACKPOT ACCKOPRT eccentric person [n -S] 

 

CREAMED ACDEEMR CREAM, to form cream (part of milk) [v] 

CREAMER ACEEMRR cream pitcher [n -S] 

CREAMERY ACEEMRRY dairy (establishment dealing in milk products) [n -RIES] 

CREAMIER ACEEIMRR CREAMY, rich in cream [adj] 

CREAMILY ACEILMRY CREAMY, rich in cream [adv] 

CREAMING ACEGIMNR CREAM, to form cream (part of milk) [v] 

 

CREEPED CDEEEPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

CREEPER CEEEPRR one that creeps (to crawl (to move with body on or near ground)) [n -S] 

CREEPIE CEEEIPR low stool [n -S] 

CREEPAGE ACEEEGPR gradual movement [n -S] 
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CREEPIER CEEEIPRR CREEPY, repugnant [adj] 

CREEPILY CEEILPRY CREEPY, repugnant [adv] 

CREEPING CEEGINPR CREEP, to crawl (to move with body on or near ground) [v] 

 

CREWCUT CCERTUW short haircut [n -S] 

CREWING CEGINRW CREW, to serve aboard ship [v] 

CREWMAN ACEMNRW one who serves on ship [n -MEN] 

CREWLESS CEELRSSW being without any crewmen [adj] 

CREWMATE ACEEMRTW fellow crewman [n -S] 

CREWNECK CCEEKNRW sweater with collarless neckline [n -S] 

 

CRISPED CDEIPRS CRISP, to make crisp [v] 

CRISPEN CEINPRS to make crisp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CRISPER CEIPRRS CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] / one that crisps (to make crisp) [n -S] 

CRISPLY CILPRSY in crisp (brittle (likely to break)) manner [adv] 

CRISPENS CEINPRSS CRISPEN, to make crisp [v] 

CRISPEST CEIPRSST CRISP, brittle (likely to break) [adj] 

CRISPIER CEIIPRRS CRISPY, crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adj] 

CRISPILY CIILPRSY CRISPY, crisp (brittle (likely to break)) [adv] 

CRISPING CGIINPRS CRISP, to make crisp [v] 

 

CROSIER CEIORRS bishop's staff [n -S] 

CROSSED CDEORSS CROSS, to intersect [v] 

CROSSER CEORRSS CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] / one that crosses (to intersect) [n -S] 

CROSSES CEORSSS CROSS, to intersect [v] / CROSSE, lacrosse stick [n] 

CROSSLY CLORSSY in cross (ill-tempered) manner [adv] 

CRUCIAL ACCILRU of supreme importance [adj] 

CRUCIFY CCFIRUY to put to death on cross [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CROSSARM ACMORRSS horizontal bar [n -S] 

CROSSBAR ABCORRSS to fasten with crossarms [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CROSSBOW BCOORSSW kind of weapon [n -S] 

CROSSCUT CCORSSTU to cut across [v CROSSCUT, -TTING, -S] 

CROSSEST CEORSSST CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] 

CROSSING CGINORSS CROSS, to intersect [v] / intersection [n -S] 

CROSSLET CELORSST heraldic symbol [n -S] 

CROSSPLY CLOPRSSY having layers of fabric with cords lying crosswise in tire [adj] 

CROSSTIE CEIORSST transverse beam [n -S] 

CROSSWAY ACORSSWY road that crosses another road [n -S] 

CRUCIATE ACCEIRTU cross-shaped [adj] 

CRUCIBLE BCCEILRU heat-resistant vessel [n -S] 

CRUCIFER CCEFIRRU one who carries cross [n -S] 

CRUCIFIX CCFIIRUX cross bearing image of Christ [n -ES] 

 

CROWBAR ABCORRW to use steel bar as lever [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

CROWERS CEORRSW CROWER, one that crows (to boast (to brag)) [n] 

CROWING CGINORW CROW, to boast (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [v] 
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CROWBAIT ABCIORTW old horse [n -S] 

CROWFOOT CFOOORTW flowering plant [n -FEET, -S] 

CROWSTEP CEOPRSTW step on top of wall [n -S] 

 

CRYOGEN CEGNORY substance for producing low temperatures [n -S] 

CRYONIC CCINORY CRYONICS, practice of freezing dead bodies for future revival [adj] 

CRYOBANK ABCKNORY place for storing human tissue at very low temperatures [n -S] 

CRYOGENY CEGNORYY branch of physics [n -NIES] 

CRYOLITE CEILORTY mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

CRYONICS CCINORSY practice of freezing dead bodies for future revival [n CRYONICS] 

CRYOSTAT ACORSTTY refrigerating device [n -S] 

CRYOTRON CNOORRTY electronic device [n -S] 

KRYOLITE EIKLORTY cryolite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

KRYOLITH HIKLORTY cryolite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

 

CUBAGES ABCEGSU CUBAGE, cubature (cubical content) [n] 

CUBICAL ABCCILU resembling cube [adj] 

CUBICLE BCCEILU small chamber [n -S] 

CUBICLY BCCILUY in form of cube [adv] 

CUBISMS BCIMSSU CUBISM, style of art [n] 

CUBISTS BCISSTU CUBIST, adherent of cubism (style of art) [n] 

CUBOIDS BCDIOSU CUBOID, bone of foot [n] 

CUBATURE ABCERTUU cubical content [n -S] 

CUBICITY BCCIITUY state of being cubical (resembling cube) [n -TIES] 

CUBICULA ABCCILUU burial chambers [n CUBICULA] 

CUBIFORM BCFIMORU shaped like cube [adj] 

CUBISTIC BCCIISTU CUBISM, style of art [adj] 

CUBOIDAL ABCDILOU CUBOID, bone of foot [adj] 

 

CULTISH CHILSTU pertaining to cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CULTISM CILMSTU devotion to cult [n -S] 

CULTIST CILSTTU member of cult [n -S] 

CULTURE CELRTUU to make fit for raising crops [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CULTIGEN CEGILNTU cultivar (variety of plant originating under cultivation) [n -S] 

CULTIVAR ACILRTUV variety of plant originating under cultivation [n -S] 

CULTLIKE CEIKLLTU resembling cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CULTUSES CELSSTUU CULTUS, cult (group of zealous devotees) [n] 

 

CUPCAKE ACCEKPU small cake [n -S] 

CUPELED CDEELPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELER CEELPRU cupeller (one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel)) [n -S] 

CUPFULS CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CUPLIKE CEIKLPU resembling cup [adj] 

CUPOLAS ACLOPSU CUPOLA, to shape like dome [v] 

CUPPERS CEPPRSU CUPPER, one that performs cupping [n] 

CUPPIER CEIPPRU CUPPY, cuplike (resembling cup) [adj] 
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CUPPING CGINPPU archaic medical process [n -S] / CUP, to place in cup (small, open container) [v] 

CUPSFUL CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CUPULAE ACELPUU CUPULA, cupule (cup-shaped anatomical structure) [n] 

CUPULAR ACLPRUU cupulate (cup-shaped) [adj] 

CUPULES CELPSUU CUPULE, cup-shaped anatomical structure [n] 

CUPBOARD ABCDOPRU cabinet (piece of furniture with shelves and drawers) [n -S] 

CUPELING CEGILNPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLED CDEELLPU CUPEL, to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel [v] 

CUPELLER CEELLPRU one that cupels (to refine gold or silver in cuplike vessel) [n -S] 

CUPOLAED ACDELOPU CUPOLA, to shape like dome [v] 

CUPPIEST CEIPPSTU CUPPY, cuplike (resembling cup) [adj] 

CUPULATE ACELPTUU cup-shaped [adj] 

 

CURLERS CELRRSU CURLER, one that curls (to form into ringlets) [n] 

CURLIER CEILRRU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURLILY CILLRUY CURLY, tending to curl [adv] 

CURLING CGILNRU CURL, to form into ringlets [v] / game played on ice [n -S] 

CURLICUE CCEILRUU to decorate with curlicues (fancy spiral figures) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CURLIEST CEILRSTU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURLYCUE CCELRUUY curlicue [n -S] 

 

CURTAIL ACILRTU to cut short [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CURTALS ACLRSTU CURTAL, animal with clipped tail [n] 

CURTANA AACNRTU type of English sword [n -S] 

CURTATE ACERTTU shortened [adj] 

CURTEST CERSTTU CURT, abrupt (rudely brief) [adj] 

CURTALAX AACLRTUX cutlass (short sword) [n -ES] 

CURTNESS CENRSSTU quality of being curt (abrupt (rudely brief)) [n -ES] 

 

CYANATE AACENTY chemical salt [n -S] 

CYANIDE ACDEINY to treat ore with cyanid [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CYANIDS ACDINSY CYANID, compound of cyanogen [n] 

CYANINE ACEINNY blue dye [n -S] 

CYANINS ACINNSY CYANIN, cyanine (blue dye) [n] 

CYANITE ACEINTY mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

KYANISE AEIKNSY to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

KYANITE AEIKNTY cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

KYANIZE AEIKNYZ to treat wood with type of preservative [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CYANAMID AACDIMNY chemical compound [n -S] 

CYANITIC ACCIINTY CYANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

CYANOGEN ACEGNNOY reactive compound of carbon and nitrogen [n -S] 

CYANOSED ACDENOSY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 

CYANOSIS ACINOSSY bluish discoloration of skin [n -SES] 

CYANOTIC ACCINOTY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 

KYANITIC ACIIKNTY KYANITE, cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 
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CZARDOM ACDMORZ domain of czar [n -S] 

CZARINA AACINRZ wife of czar [n -S] 

CZARISM ACIMRSZ autocratic government [n -S] 

CZARIST ACIRSTZ supporter of czarism [n -S] 

TSARDOM ADMORST czardom (domain of czar) [n -S] 

TSARINA AAINRST czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

TSARISM AIMRSST czarism (autocratic government) [n -S] 

TSARIST AIRSSTT czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

CZAREVNA AACENRVZ daughter of czar [n -S] 

CZARITZA AACIRTZZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

TSAREVNA AAENRSTV czarevna (daughter of czar) [n -S] 

TSARITZA AAIRSTTZ czaritza (czarina (wife of czar)) [n -S] 

 

 

Word Families That Come From the Same Root (7s then 8s)  

D 

DAMNERS ADEMNRS DAMNER, one that damns (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [n] 

DAMNEST ADEMNST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DAMNIFY ADFIMNY to cause loss or damage to [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

DAMNING ADGIMNN DAMN, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

DAMNABLE AABDELMN detestable [adj] 

DAMNABLY AABDLMNY DAMNABLE, detestable [adv] 

DAMNDEST ADDEMNST DAMNED, damnable (detestable) [adj] / utmost (greatest degree or amount) [n -S] 

DAMNEDER ADDEEMNR DAMNED, damnable (detestable) [adj] 

DAMNESTS ADEMNSST DAMNEST, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n] 

 

DARKENS ADEKNRS DARKEN, to make dark [v] 

DARKEST ADEKRST DARK, having little or no light [adj] 

DARKING ADGIKNR DARK, to darken (to make dark) [v] 

DARKISH ADHIKRS somewhat dark [adj] 

DARKLED ADDEKLR DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKLES ADEKLRS DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKENED ADDEEKNR DARKEN, to make dark [v] 

DARKENER ADEEKNRR one that darkens (to make dark) [n -S] 

DARKLIER ADEIKLRR DARKLY, in dark (having little or no light) manner [adv] 

DARKLING ADGIKLNR dark [n -S] / DARKLE, to become dark [v] 

DARKNESS ADEKNRSS state of being dark (having little or no light) [n -ES] 

DARKROOM ADKMOORR room in which film is processed [n -S] 

DARKSOME ADEKMORS dark (having little or no light) [adj] 

 

DATABLE AABDELT capable of being dated [adj] 

DATEDLY ADDELTY in old-fashioned manner [adv] 

DATINGS ADGINST DATING, act of one that dates [n] 

DATIVAL AADILTV DATIVE, grammatical case [adj] 

DATIVES ADEISTV DATIVE, grammatical case [n] 

DATABANK AAABDKNT database [n -S] 
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DATABASE AAABDEST to put data into database (collection of data in computer) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DATARIES AADEIRST DATARY, cardinal in Roman Catholic Church [n] 

DATEABLE AABDEELT DATE, to determine or record date of [adj] 

DATEBOOK ABDEKOOT notebook for listing appointments [n -S] 

DATELESS ADEELSST having no date [adj] 

DATELINE ADEEILNT to provide news story with its date and place of origin [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DATIVELY ADEILTVY DATIVE, grammatical case [adv] 

 

DEADENS ADDEENS DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEADEST ADDEEST DEAD, deprived of life [adj] 

DEADEYE ADDEEEY expert marksman [n -S] 

DEADMAN AADDEMN anchor for securing rope in mountain climbing [n -MEN] 

DEADPAN AADDENP to act without emotion [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

DEADBEAT AABDDEET loafer (one that loafs (to pass time idly)) [n -S] 

DEADBOLT ABDDELOT lock for door [n -S] 

DEADENED ADDDEEEN DEADEN, to diminish sensitivity or vigor of [v] 

DEADENER ADDEEENR one that deadens (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [n -S] 

DEADFALL AADDEFLL type of animal trap [n -S] 

DEADHEAD AADDDEEH to travel without freight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADLIER ADDEEILR DEADLY, fatal (causing or capable of causing death) [adj] 

DEADLIFT ADDEFILT to execute type of lift in weight lifting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADLINE ADDEEILN to set time limit on something [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEADLOCK ACDDEKLO to come to standstill [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEADNESS ADDEENSS state of being dead (deprived of life) [n -ES] 

DEADWOOD ADDDEOOW reinforcement in ship's keel [n -S] 

 

DELUDED DDDEELU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUDER DDEELRU one that deludes (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DELUDES DDEELSU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUDING DDEGILNU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUSION DEILNOSU act of deluding (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DELUSIVE DEEILSUV tending to delude [adj] 

DELUSORY DELORSUY delusive (tending to delude) [adj] 

 

DENTALS ADELNST DENTAL, dentally produced sound [n] 

DENTARY ADENRTY lower jaw in mammals [n -RIES] 

DENTATE ADEENTT having teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [adj] 

DENTILS DEILNST DENTIL, small rectangular block [n] 

DENTINE DEEINNT dentin (hard substance forming body of tooth) [n -S] 

DENTINS DEINNST DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [n] 

DENTIST DEINSTT one who treats teeth [n -S] 

DENTOID DDEINOT resembling tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [adj] 

DENTALIA AADEILNT mollusks with long, tapering shells [n DENTALIA] 

DENTALLY ADELLNTY with tip of tongue against upper front teeth [adv] 

DENTATED ADDEENTT dentate (having teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw)) [adj] 

DENTELLE DEEELLNT lacy style of book-cover decoration [n -S] 
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DENTICLE CDEEILNT small tooth [n -S] 

DENTILED DDEEILNT DENTIL, small rectangular block [adj] 

DENTINAL ADEILNNT DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [adj] 

DENTURAL ADELNRTU DENTURE, set of teeth [adj] 

 

DERIDED DDDEEIR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DERIDER DDEEIRR one that derides (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DERIDES DDEEIRS DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DERIDING DDEGIINR DERIDE, to ridicule (to make fun of) [v] 

DERISION DEIINORS act of deriding (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DERISIVE DEEIIRSV expressing derision (act of deriding (to ridicule)) [adj] 

DERISORY DEIORRSY derisive (expressing derision (act of deriding (deride))) [adj] 

 

DEVILED DDEEILV DEVIL, to prepare food with pungent seasoning [v] 

DEVILRY DEILRVY deviltry (mischief (action that causes irritation, harm, or trouble)) [n -RIES] 

DIABOLO ABDILOO game requiring manual dexterity [n -S] 

DEVILING DEGIILNV DEVIL, to prepare food with pungent seasoning [v] 

DEVILISH DEHIILSV fiendish (extremely wicked or cruel) [adj] 

DEVILKIN DEIIKLNV small demon [n -S] 

DEVILLED DDEEILLV DEVIL, to prepare food with pungent seasoning [v] 

DEVILTRY DEILRTVY mischief (action that causes irritation, harm, or trouble) [n -RIES] 

DIABLERY ABDEILRY sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES] 

DIABOLIC ABCDIILO devilish (fiendish (extremely wicked or cruel)) [adj] 

 

DEVISAL ADEILSV act of devising (to form in mind) [n -S] 

DEVISED DDEEISV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

DEVISEE DEEEISV one to whom will is made [n -S] 

DEVISER DEEIRSV one that devises (to form in mind) [n -S] 

DEVISES DEEISSV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

DEVISOR DEIORSV one who makes will [n -S] 

DEVISING DEGIINSV DEVISE, to form in mind [v] 

 

DEWCLAW ACDELWW vestigial toe [n -S] 

DEWDROP DDEOPRW drop of dew [n -S] 

DEWFALL ADEFLLW formation of dew [n -S] 

DEWIEST DEEISTW DEWY, moist with dew [adj] 

DEWLAPS ADELPSW DEWLAP, fold of loose skin under neck [n] 

DEWLESS DEELSSW having no dew [adj] 

DEWBERRY BDEERRWY edible berry [n -RRIES] 

DEWINESS DEEINSSW state of being dewy (moist with dew) [n -ES] 

 

DOCKAGE ACDEGKO charge for use of dock [n -S] 

DOCKERS CDEKORS DOCKER, dock worker [n] 

DOCKETS CDEKOST DOCKET, to supply with identifying statement [v] 

DOCKING CDGIKNO DOCK, to bring into dock (wharf) [v] 

DOCKETED CDDEEKOT DOCKET, to supply with identifying statement [v] 
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DOCKHAND ACDDHKNO docker (dock worker) [n -S] 

DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks [n -S] 

DOCKSIDE CDDEIKOS area adjacent to dock [n -S] 

DOCKYARD ACDDKORY shipyard (place where ships are built or repaired) [n -S] 

 

DOORMAN ADMNOOR door attendant of building [n -MEN] 

DOORMAT ADMOORT mat placed in front of door [n -S] 

DOORWAY ADOORWY entranceway to room or building [n -S] 

DOORBELL BDELLOOR bell at door [n -S] 

DOORCASE ACDEOORS frame for door [n -S] 

DOORJAMB ABDJMOOR vertical piece at side of doorway [n -S] 

DOORKNOB BDKNOOOR handle for opening door [n -S] 

DOORLESS DELOORSS having no door [adj] 

DOORNAIL ADILNOOR large-headed nail [n -S] 

DOORPOST DOOOPRST doorjamb (vertical piece at side of doorway) [n -S] 

DOORSILL DILLOORS sill of door [n -S] 

DOORSTEP DEOOPRST step leading to door [n -S] 

DOORSTOP DOOOPRST object used for holding door open [n -S] 

DOORYARD ADDOORRY yard in front of house [n -S] 

 

DOUBLED BDDELOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLER BDELORU one that doubles (to make twice as great) [n -S] 

DOUBLES BDELOSU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLET BDELOTU close-fitting jacket [n -S] 

DOUBLING BDGILNOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S] 

DOUBLURE BDELORUU lining of book cover [n -S] 

 

DOVECOT CDEOOTV dovecote (roost for domesticated pigeons) [n -S] 

DOVEKEY DEEKOVY dovekie (seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast)) [n -S] 

DOVEKIE DEEIKOV seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast) [n -S] 

DOVECOTE CDEEOOTV roost for domesticated pigeons [n -S] 

DOVELIKE DEEIKLOV resembling or suggestive of dove [adj] 

DOVETAIL ADEILOTV to fit together closely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

DRAWBAR AABDRRW railroad coupler [n -S] 

DRAWEES ADEERSW DRAWEE, person on whom bill of exchange is drawn [n] 

DRAWERS ADERRSW DRAWER, one that draws (to move by pulling) [n] 

DRAWING ADGINRW DRAW, to move by pulling [v] / portrayal in lines of form or figure [n -S] 

DRAWLED ADDELRW DRAWL, to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged [v] 

DRAWLER ADELRRW one that drawls (to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged) [n -S] 

DRAYAGE AADEGRY transportation by dray [n -S] 

DRAYING ADGINRY DRAY, to transport by dray (low, strong cart) [v] 

DRAYMAN AADMNRY one who drives dray [n -MEN] 

DRAWABLE AABDELRW DRAW, to move by pulling [adj] 

DRAWBACK AABCDKRW hindrance [n -S] 
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DRAWBORE ABDEORRW hole for joining mortise and tenon [n -S] 

DRAWCORD ACDDORRW cord for drawing garment tight [n -S] 

DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S] 

DRAWLIER ADEILRRW DRAWLY, marked by drawling [adj] 

DRAWLING ADGILNRW DRAWL, to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged [v] 

DRAWTUBE ABDERTUW tube that slides within another tube [n -S] 

 

DREAMED ADDEEMR DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep) [v] 

DREAMER ADEEMRR one that dreams (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [n -S] 

DREAMFUL ADEFLMRU dreamy (full of dreams) [adj] 

DREAMIER ADEEIMRR DREAMY, full of dreams [adj] 

DREAMILY ADEILMRY DREAMY, full of dreams [adv] 

DREAMING ADEGIMNR DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep) [v] 

 

DRESSED DDEERSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRESSER DEERRSS one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n -S] 

DRESSES DEERSSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRESSIER DEEIRRSS DRESSY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DRESSILY DEILRSSY DRESSY, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

DRESSING DEGINRSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] / material applied to cover wound [n -S]  

 

DRIFTED DDEFIRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRIFTER DEFIRRT one that drifts (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIFTIER DEFIIRRT DRIFTY, full of drifts (masses of wind-driven snow) [adj] 

DRIFTING DFGIINRT DRIFT, to move along in current [v] 

DRIFTNET DEFINRTT large fishnet arranged to drift with tide or current [n -S] 

DRIFTPIN DFIINPRT metal rod for securing timbers [n -S] 

 

DRIPPED DDEIPPR DRIP, to fall in drops [v] 

DRIPPER DEIPPRR something from which liquid drips [n -S] 

DRIPLESS DEILPRSS designed not to drip [adj] 

DRIPPIER DEIIPPRR DRIPPY, very wet [adj] 

DRIPPILY DIILPPRY DRIPPY, very wet [adv] 

DRIPPING DGIINPPR DRIP, to fall in drops [v] / juice drawn from meat during cooking [n -S]  

 

DROPLET DELOPRT tiny drop [n -S] 

DROPOUT DOOPRTU one who quits school prematurely [n -S] 

DROPPED DDEOPPR DROP, to fall in drops (globules) [v] 

DROPPER DEOPPRR tube for dispensing liquid in drops [n -S] 

DROPTOP DOOPPRT convertible automobile [n -S] 

DROPDOWN DDNOOPRW type of computer menu [n -S]  

DROPHEAD ADDEHOPR convertible car [n -S] 

DROPKICK CDIKKOPR type of kick in football [n -S] 

DROPPING DGINOPPR DROP, to fall in drops (globules) [v] / something that has been dropped [n -S]  

DROPSEED DDEEOPRS type of grass [n -S] 
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DROPSHOT DHOOPRST type of shot in tennis [n -S] 

DROPWORT DOOPRRTW perennial herb [n -S] 

 

DRUGGED DDEGGRU DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v] 

DRUGGIE DEGGIRU drug addict [n -S] 

DRUGGIER DEGGIRRU DRUGGY, affected by drugs [adj] 

DRUGGING DGGGINRU DRUG, to affect with drug (medicinal substance) [v] 

DRUGGIST DGGIRSTU pharmacist [n -S] 

DRUGLESS DEGLRSSU being without drugs [adj] 

 

DRUMMED DDEMMRU DRUM, to beat drum (percussion instrument) [v] 

DRUMMER DEMMRRU one that drums (to beat drum (percussion instrument)) [n -S] 

DRUMBEAT ABDEMRTU sound of drum [n -S] 

DRUMFIRE DEFIMRRU heavy, continuous gunfire [n -S] 

DRUMFISH DFHIMRSU fish that makes drumming sound [n -ES] 

DRUMHEAD ADDEHMRU material stretched over end of drum [n -S] 

DRUMMING DGIMMNRU act of beating drum [n -S] / DRUM, to beat drum (percussion instrument) [v] 

DRUMROLL DLLMORRU roll played on drum [n -S] 

 

DRYABLE ABDELRY DRY, to make dry [adj] 

DRYLAND ADDLNRY arid region [n -S] 

DRYLOTS DLORSTY DRYLOT, enclosure for livestock [n] 

DRYNESS DENRSSY state of being dry (having no moisture) [n -ES] 

DRYSUIT DIRSTUY waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n -S] 

DRYWALL ADLLRWY to cover wall with plasterboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DRYWELL DELLRWY hole for receiving drainage from roof [n -S] 

DRYPOINT DINOPRTY method of engraving [n -S] 

DRYSTONE DENORSTY constructed of stone without mortar [adj] 

 

DUALISE ADEILSU to dualize (to make twofold) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DUALISM ADILMSU philosophical theory [n -S] 

DUALIST ADILSTU adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n -S] 

DUALITY ADILTUY state of being twofold [n -TIES] 

DUALIZE ADEILUZ to make twofold [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DUALLIE ADEILLU dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n -S] 

DUATHLON ADHLNOTU long-distance race involving running and bicycling [n -S] 

 

DUCKERS CDEKRSU DUCKER, one that ducks (to lower quickly) [n] 

DUCKIER CDEIKRU DUCKY, excellent [adj] 

DUCKIES CDEIKSU DUCKY, darling (much-loved person) [n] 

DUCKING CDGIKNU DUCK, to lower quickly [v] 

DUCKISH CDHIKSU dusk [n -ES] 

DUCKPIN CDIKNPU type of bowling pin [n -S] 

DUCKBILL BCDIKLLU platypus (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

DUCKIEST CDEIKSTU DUCKY, excellent [adj] 

DUCKLING CDGIKLNU young duck [n -S] 
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DUCKTAIL ACDIKLTU style of haircut [n -S] 

DUCKWALK ACDKKLUW to walk in squatting position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUCKWEED CDDEEKUW aquatic plant [n -S] 

 

DUELERS DEELRSU DUELER, one that duels (to fight formally) [n] 

DUELING DEGILNU contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUELIST DEILSTU dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 

DUELLED DDEELLU DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUELLER DEELLRU dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n -S] 

DUELLOS DELLOSU DUELLO, art of dueling; duel [n] 

DUELLING DEGILLNU DUEL, to fight formally [v] / dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S] 

DUELLIST DEILLSTU duelist (dueler (one that duels (duel))) [n -S] 

 

DUMBEST BDEMSTU DUMB, incapable of speech [adj] 

DUMBING BDGIMNU DUMB, to make silent [v] 

DUMMIED DDEIMMU DUMMY, to make representation of [v] 

DUMMIES DEIMMSU DUMMY, to make representation of [v] 

DUMBBELL BBDELLMU weight lifted for muscular exercise [n -S] 

DUMBCANE ABCDEMNU tropical plant [n -S] 

DUMBHEAD ABDDEHMU stupid person [n -S] 

DUMBNESS BDEMNSSU state of being dumb (incapable of speech) [n -ES] 

DUMBSHOW BDHMOSUW presentation in which communication is solely by signs and gestures [n -S] 

DUMBSIZE BDEIMSUZ to reduce workforce so low that work cannot be done effectively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DUMFOUND DDFMNOUU to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUMMKOPF DFKMMOPU dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

DUMMYING DGIMMNUY DUMMY, to make representation of [v] 

 

DUSTBIN BDINSTU trash can [n -S] 

DUSTERS DERSSTU DUSTER, one that dusts (to make free of dust (minute particles of matter)) [n] 

DUSTIER DEIRSTU DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 

DUSTILY DILSTUY in dusty (full of dust) manner [adv] 

DUSTING DGINSTU DUST, to make free of dust (minute particles of matter) [v] / light sprinkling [n -S] 

DUSTMAN ADMNSTU trashman (person who removes trash) [n -MEN] 

DUSTMEN DEMNSTU DUSTMAN, trashman (person who removes trash) [n] 

DUSTOFF DFFOSTU military helicopter for evacuating wounded [n -S] 

DUSTPAN ADNPSTU pan for holding swept dust [n -S] 

DUSTRAG ADGRSTU rag used for dusting [n -S] 

DUSTUPS DPSSTUU DUSTUP, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 

DUSTBALL ABDLLSTU ball of dust [n -S] 

DUSTCART ACDRSTTU garbage truck [n -S] 

DUSTHEAP ADEHPSTU pile of trash [n -S] 

DUSTIEST DEISSTTU DUSTY, full of dust [adj] 

DUSTLESS DELSSSTU being without dust [adj] 

DUSTLIKE DEIKLSTU resembling dust [adj] 
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E 

EARTHED ADEEHRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHEN AEEHNRT made of earth [adj] 

EARTHIER AEEHIRRT EARTHY, composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth [adj] 

EARTHILY AEHILRTY in earthy (composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth) manner [adv] 

EARTHING AEGHINRT EARTH, to cover with earth (soil) [v] 

EARTHMAN AAEHMNRT person from planet earth [n -MEN] 

EARTHNUT AEHNRTTU European herb [n -S] 

EARTHPEA AAEEHPRT twining plant [n -S] 

EARTHSET AEEHRSTT setting of earth as seen from moon [n -S] 

 

ECOCIDE CCDEEIO destruction of natural environment [n -S] 

ECOGIFT CEFGIOT donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n -S] 

ECOLOGY CEGLOOY environmental science [n -GIES] 

ECOTAGE ACEEGOT obstructive action in defense of natural environment [n -S] 

ECOTONE CEENOOT type of ecological zone [n -S] 

ECOTOUR CEOORTU to engage in ecotourism [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ECOTYPE CEEOPTY subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [n -S] 

ECOZONE CEENOOZ regional ecosystem [n -S] 

ECOCIDAL ACCDEILO ECOCIDE, destruction of natural environment [adj] 

ECOFREAK ACEEFKOR zealous environmentalist [n -S] 

ECOLOGIC CCEGILOO ECOLOGY, environmental science [adj] 

ECOTONAL ACELNOOT ECOTONE, type of ecological zone [adj] 

ECOTOPIA ACEIOOPT ecologically ideal region or form of society [n -S] 

ECOTYPIC CCEIOPTY ECOTYPE, subspecies adapted to specific environmental conditions [adj] 

 

EDUCATE ACDEETU to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EDUCING CDEGINU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [v] 

EDUCTOR CDEORTU one that educes (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

EDUCABLE ABCDEELU mildly retarded person [n -S] 

EDUCATOR ACDEORTU one that educates (to teach (to impart knowledge or skill to)) [n -S] 

EDUCIBLE BCDEEILU EDUCE, to draw forth or bring out [adj] 

EDUCTION CDEINOTU act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [n -S] 

EDUCTIVE CDEEITUV EDUCTION, act of educing (to draw forth or bring out) [adj] 

 

EGGCUPS CEGGPSU EGGCUP, cup from which egg is eaten [n] 

EGGHEAD ADEEGGH intellectual [n -S] 

EGGIEST EEGGIST EGGY, tasting or smelling of egg [adj] 

EGGLESS EEGGLSS lacking eggs [adj] 

EGGNOGS EGGGNOS EGGNOG, beverage (liquid for drinking) [n] 

EGGFRUIT EFGGIRTU tropical tree [n -S] 

EGGPLANT AEGGLNPT perennial herb yielding edible fruit [n -S] 

EGGSHELL EEGGHLLS hard exterior of bird's egg [n -S] 

 

EGOISMS EGIMOSS EGOISM, extreme devotion to self-interest [n] 
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EGOISTS EGIOSST EGOIST, one who practices egoism (extreme devotion to self-interest) [n] 

EGOLESS EEGLOSS not characterized by egoism [adj] 

EGOTISM EGIMOST self-conceit [n -S] 

EGOTIST EGIOSTT conceited person [n -S] 

EGOTIZE EEGIOTZ to talk and think about oneself excessively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EGOISTIC CEGIIOST EGOIST, one who practices egoism (extreme devotion to self-interest) [adj] 

EGOMANIA AAEGIMNO extreme egotism [n -S] 

 

EQUABLE ABEELQU not changing or varying greatly [adj] 

EQUABLY ABELQUY EQUABLE, not changing or varying greatly [adv] 

EQUALED ADEELQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALLY AELLQUY in equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) manner [adv] 

EQUATED ADEEQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATES AEEQSTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATOR AEOQRTU great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n -S] 

EQUINOX EINOQUX point on celestial sphere [n -ES] 

EQUALING AEGILNQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALISE AEEILQSU to equalize (to make equal) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EQUALITY AEILQTUY state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another) [n -TIES] 

EQUALIZE AEEILQUZ to make equal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EQUALLED ADEELLQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUATING AEGINQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EQUATION AEINOQTU act of equating (to make equal) [n -S] 

EQUATIVE AEEIQTUV denoting sentence in which one term is identified with another [adj] 

EQUITIES EEIIQSTU EQUITY, fairness or impartiality [n] 

EQUIVOKE EEIKOQUV play on words [n -S] 

 

ESCAPED ACDEEPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCAPEE ACEEEPS one that has escaped [n -S] 

ESCAPER ACEEPRS one that escapes (to get away) [n -S] 

ESCAPES ACEEPSS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCAPADE AACDEEPS reckless adventure [n -S] 

ESCAPING ACEGINPS ESCAPE, to get away [v] 

ESCAPISM ACEIMPSS avoidance of reality by diversion of mind [n -S] 

ESCAPIST ACEIPSST one given to escapism [n -S] 

 

ESTRINS EINRSST ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTROUS EORSSTU pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [adj] 

ESTRUAL AELRSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

ESTRUMS EMRSSTU ESTRUM, estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n] 

ESTROGEN EEGNORST female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus [n -S] 

ESTRUSES EERSSSTU ESTRUS, period of heat in female mammals [n] 

 

ETHNICS CEHINST ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [n] 
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ETHOSES EEHOSST ETHOS, fundamental character of culture [n] 

ETHNARCH ACEHHNRT ruler of people or province [n -S] 

ETHNICAL ACEHILNT ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [adj] 

ETHNONYM EHMNNOTY name of ethnic group [n -S] 

ETHNOSES EEHNOSST ETHNOS, group of people who share common and distinctive culture [n] 

ETHOGRAM AEGHMORT list of behavior patterns of species [n -S] 

ETHOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of animal behavior [n -GIES] 
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